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CSG Engineering organizes the

A trip to Italy to share about the state of the art of Italian
Precast Technology, one of the most advanced in the world

Precast Concrete Made in Italy
Italy is the leading world reference country for reinforced concrete precast technology. 

HISTORY
It comes from a millenary culture dating back to the ancient Romans, builders of futuristic works

throughout the Empire; we still have traces today, such as the pantheon built for more than 2,000 years
in concrete

KNOW HOW
• European research centers (seismic, isolation, environment)  
• Universities with professors e and researchers well known in all countries
• Companies producing high-tech machinery and equipment
• Precast companies with the best ratio price / quality
• Engineering companies

The daily routine includes hotel accommodation, meals, visits to prefabricated facilities, private bus
transfers, hotel transfers. Meet the Italian culture with careful selection of Italian food and drinks.
Possibility of a holiday in Italy, and be accompanied by family members. Participation cost include private
bus, hotel, meals, assistance and technical documentation, safety equipment to access the facilities.

info@csgengineering.eu  - Tel +39 0523 353968  
US  +1 224 888 1559



MC PREFABBRICATI  
(Bellinzago Novarese - NO)

Precast Concrete Company, where the historic motto 
"Industrialize the Architecture" summarizes how 
architectural design is combined with a highly 
automated and advanced production system.

In such a way precast concrete can leave wide 
possibilities both for creativity and customer wishes.
www.mcprefabbricati.it

QUERZOLI
(Forlì - FC)

The origins of Querzoli S date back to 
the 1960s and, step by step, the 
company became a well-established 
reality in the industrial precast sector 
from small handcrafted concrete 
products.
Today Querzoli S occupies a leading 
position in the national market, with 
over 300 thousand square meters of 
surfaces made for a total of over 50 
thousand cubic meters of reinforced 
concrete.
www.querzolis.it

ITINERA
(Tortona - AL)

The Prefabricated Division of Itinera S.p.A. 
proposes itself as a modern partner capable of 
offering complete and technically competitive 
solutions, from design to implementation and 

stands out in the sector market for its ability to 
offer complete "turnkey" solutions.

The prefabrication plant in Tortona (AL) is 
spread over a land area of 150,000 square 

meters of which about 30,000 square meters 
are covered.

www.itinera-spa.it

http://www.mcprefabbricati.it/


PREFABBRICATI GUERRINI
(Santhià – VC)

Since 1968, new-concept technical 
solutions to create large-scale 
settlements. Important technical-design 
evolution to obtain structures with a 
high static and architectural profile with 
particular attention to the most 
performing energy needs.
www.prefabbricatiguerrini.it 

TESISYSTEM
(Casale sul Sile - TV)

It is one of the most dynamic and most qualified 
operators in the precast concrete sector in Italy. 

Precasted concrete structures represent the most 
suitable and fastest solution to perfectly meet the 

needs of various working sectors such as agriculture, 
crafts, industry, trade and services.

The structures built for agriculture and crafts sectors 
are relatively simple and easy to use: from the 

simple tool shed to the more complex grain deposit, 
with panels capable of withstanding the thrust of 

the stored material.
www.tesisystem.it

TRUZZI
(Mantova)

For over sixty years it has been 
building work architectures, 
designed and built to respond to the 
needs of people who create value.
www.truzzi.it



CESTARO
(Preganziol TV)

The CESTARO company was founded in 1955, 
its core business has always been the 
construction of cement products (utilities) 
assuming immediately a leading position in 
this sector and imposing itself on the quality of 
its products.
www.cestaro-cav.it

ESSE TEAM (ESSE SOLAI)
(Vivaro di Dueville - VI)

Esse Team acts as a single interlocutor, thanks to a range of 
products including classic prefabricated artifacts such as hollow 
core slabs, various types of prefabricated floors in brick, joists, 
architraves, prefabricated slabs and bridge slabs alongside 
innovative products such as thermal insulating structural 
connectors for overhangs and
balconies, mixes of organic
concrete with multiple
thermo-acoustic properties,
thermo-curbs and insulated
double-slabs.
www.esseteam.it

CAPPELLARI
(Poggio Rusco - MN)

The starting point for Cappellari is always the 
customer. At the center, there are his 

expectations, towards which to direct every 
listening effort, analysis and proposal. The 

approach to solutions is as flexible as possible, 
but always solid in values: there is no meaning in 
work without a strong ethics, to be extended and 

disseminated to suppliers, collaborators and 
society as well. This is why the diversified 

creations pursue concrete and transversal added 
values: products for high performance, which 

make the difference, in constant technological 
evolution, with over 60 years of 

quality.www.cappellarisrl.it



EUCENTRE
(Pavia)

Eucentre is a non-profit foundation that pursues a mission of 
research, training and provision of services in the field of seismic 
engineering and, more generally, of safety engineering.
Founded in 2005 as an evolution of the European Center for 
Training and Research in Seismic Engineering already active in 
Pavia since 2003, it was established by the Founders, the 
University of Pavia, the IUSS University School of Pavia, the Civil 
Protection Department of Presidency of the Council of Ministers, 
the National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology, to further 
develop the scientific, research and advanced training skills in the 
sector present in Pavia.
Eucentre today has an important heritage of experimental 
laboratories consisting of vibrating tables for the simulation of 
earthquakes aimed at both structural civil engineering and non-
structural devices, and the certification of anti-seismic devices.
Eucentre also manages a numerical laboratory which, thanks to a 
vast database of Italian buildings and infrastructures, allows the 
preparation of risk scenarios to be associated with both 
measured and hypothesized seismic events.
Eucentre operates within an international network of 
relationships with other research centers, seismic engineering 
laboratories, institutions and companies. Eucentre is the 
Competence Center of the National Department of Civil 
Protection, to which it offers emergency support, preparation of 
risk scenarios and research activities for the improvement of Civil 
Protection activities.

www.eucentre.it
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See you soon!


